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multimedia
Delivering your message in Rough Notes heightens your
credibility and allows you to capitalize on our powerful brand,
built over 139 years of serving the independent agency system
Our print edition delivers crisp, focused content and compelling images
each month to a receptive audience of agency decision makers who want
your products, your services, your tools for growth. No stale news, no
listings to boost page count, no useless fillers—just fresh ideas, emerging
trends, and keen insights focused 100% on the independent agent.
Our digital edition brings your online message to life! Rich in vital
resources for agents, www.roughnotes.com showcases our dynamic digital
edition, and direct hyperlinks deliver motivated decision makers to your
website.
Receiving over 50,000 unique page views per month,
www.roughnotes.com is the information destination for agents.
Each month the entire contents of Rough Notes magazine is available
online in a digital version—free of charge.
What’s more, readers enjoy speedy, on-demand access to a complete
electronic archive of Rough Notes articles going back to 1995.

www.roughnotes.com
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the Rough Notes agent editorial advisory board
Our editorial strength starts with our foundation. No other publication has an
editorial board composed solely of independent insurance agents.
As the exclusive sponsor of the prestigious Rough Notes Agency of the Year award, Rough Notes
has the opportunity to connect powerfully with leading agency principals from around the country.
The winners of this coveted award are invited to share their experiences, insights, and strategies as
members of the Rough Notes Agent Editorial Advisory Board.
Each year, the editorial board meets with the magazine’s editors to talk about their top-of-mind
concerns, challenges, and goals. The informal setting promotes frank discussion and generates a
wealth of fresh ideas and keen perspectives that inspire the creation of vibrant features for future
issues of Rough Notes.
From eager new faces to seasoned veterans, these top-performing agents drive a dynamic exchange
that energizes the readers of Rough Notes all year long.

“I

have been an avid reader of Rough Notes magazine since
my entry into the insurance industry in 1977. In the early years of my scratch agency,
Rough Notes was my lifeline!
As McClain Insurance Services grew, so did our admiration for the many agencies
featured on the cover and within the pages of Rough Notes. The agents’ stories and
advice from industry experts challenge all of us to reach our highest potential as we
serve our clients, our carrier partners, and our communities. Regardless of differences
in agency size or focus, each article provides us with ideas that can be repurposed in
our own operation. It was beyond my wildest dream that one day our agency story
would be shared in Rough Notes.
There is no organization in our industry that has actively supported and educated
agents longer and with more passion than Rough Notes.”
Claudia McClain
President
McClain Insurance Services
Everett, Washington
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Rough Notes agency of the month
Our ongoing commitment to the independent agency system keeps readers engaged
From inspiring stories of entrepreneurship to growth opportunities in the marketplace,
Rough Notes gives the nation’s leading—as well as up-and-coming—agents and brokers an
unbiased look at the ideas, trends, and products and services that are shaping the independent
insurance agency arena.
Rough Notes’ involvement with and reputation among agents and brokers are evidenced by
the fact that our Agency of the Month and Agency of the Year have become coveted awards
among the nation’s top agents and brokers. Each month, Rough Notes editors recognize an
Agency of the Month—selected from thousands of top-notch firms throughout the country.
At the end of the year, an Agency of the Year is selected from the previous eleven Agencies of
the Month.

Community Service Award

Our commitment to agents and brokers goes beyond the day-to-day business of insurance.
Rough Notes was the first national insurance publication to recognize the vital role our readers
play in the communities in which they live and work. Our annual Community Service Award
honors independent agents for the extraordinary philanthropic initiatives they support and create.
Since 2001, The Rough Notes Company has contributed over $250,000 to the various agent
charities around the country.

www.roughnotes.com
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features
First-hand knowledge of, and a strong relationship with, the
influential agents and brokers you want to reach
Rough Notes was the first national insurance publication to target
independent agents. We know agents and brokers because we’re actively
involved with them—and have been for more than a century.
Unlike industry publications that serve multiple audiences, Rough Notes
focuses on growth-oriented independent agents who are constantly
searching for new and smarter ways to do business. If these are the
agents you want to reach, there’s no better value for your advertising
dollar than Rough Notes.
Each month, thousands of agents and brokers avidly read Rough Notes,
searching for innovative ideas and information on new products and services.
Your message in Rough Notes is a powerful draw for the top producers
you’re targeting.
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Skillfully presented
feature stories help
growth-oriented
independent agents
succeed in today’s
challenging market

“I’m a huge fan of Rough Notes magazine

and what it means
to our industry. Your article has done nothing but create buzz, excitement and
inspiration amongst my employees and customers. Thank you. We are quite humbled
to be a part of it all.”
Jerry Conrey
Agency Principal
Conrey Insurance Brokers & Risk Managers
Tustin, California

www.roughnotes.com
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specialty lines
Keen insights … consistent focus
Diverse, dynamic, and disciplined, the specialty marketplace thrives on building
relationships with successful retail agents and brokers.
Since The Rough Notes Company began publishing the annual specialty lines directory
The Insurance Marketplace® more than 53 years ago, agents have come to depend on
Rough Notes to keep its finger on the pulse of the excess-surplus and specialty market.
The Insurance Marketplace serves as a “13th issue of Rough Notes” when it comes out
each December, giving agents instant access to specialty and E&S insurers, MGAs and
MGUs, wholesale brokers, and program administrators.
What’s more, The Insurance Marketplace is updated continuously at the Rough Notes
website.
Rough Notes highlights the fast-growing specialty market in three powerful ways:
1. An insightful overview of an individual specialty market niche. Hot new products
… emerging trends … market outlook … and more.
2. Interviews with carrier executives, MGAs, and program managers—Niche market
professionals who interact with the Rough Notes audience of top retail producers.
3. Reliable data from trusted industry sources—Vital information to help Rough Notes
readers understand the scope of the market and identify opportunities in specific niches.
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SPECIALTY LINES MARKETS

AMATEUR SPORTS:
COMPETITIVE MARKET,
EMERGING RISKS

Don’t just roll a ball
on the court—get
educated before
landing sports
accounts
By Dave Willis, CPIA

A

number of trends mark the amateur
athletics arena—from safety issues to
single-sport focus among young
players to participation growth and
shifts in adult contests. Amid these changes, the
insurance market has stayed relatively competitive.
Agents and brokers who understand the business
and can deliver the insurance and risk management
services it needs can find success in this market.
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“For the
third year in a
row, the biggest
issue of concern
in amateur
sports insurance is brain
injury in the
concussionprone sports,”
explains
John Sadler,
president of
Sadler Sports
& Recreation
Insurance.
“While most
carriers haven’t
actually seen an
influx of brain
injury claims
activity on the
amateur side, they’re being cautious.”
This caution stems from constant
media reports about deceased professional athletes diagnosed with CTE
(Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy)
after autopsies as well as studies
seeking to find a connection between
contact sports and CTE in living athletes. “It’s feared that adverse media
attention will negatively impact
juries,” Sadler adds. “The recent Pop
Warner settlement has not helped
in this regard; however, many recent
court rulings in this area have been
favorable to sports associations.”
Stephen Mueller, managing director at OneBeacon Insurance, sees
concussions as a major issue, as well.
“In youth sports, the concern is liability to the sponsoring organization,” he
explains. “The cost of medical treatment due to concussions has not had
a material impact on losses since most
treatment protocols revolve around
downtime.”
He points out that, as new therapies are developed, this could change.
“The cost of liability due to concussions continues to increase,” he adds,
“as does the demand from sponsoring
organizations, schools and towns seeking to mitigate the liability.”
Other issues are affecting sports
participants, as well. “We’re seeing
children starting at much younger
ages with an increased focus on specialization that could ultimately lead
to more injuries,” Mueller notes. “For
example, baseball, softball, basketball,
football and lacrosse use specific muscle groups and children who play these
sports year-round may not be allowing
other muscle groups to develop properly, and they may be overstressing
those that are in constant use.”
He explains that cross-training
and participating in multiple activities tend to keep kids fit and allow for

“The cost of

play at their
leisure.”
A MeetUp
group in a
particular location—and their
reach extends
to virtually
every part of
the country—
will announce
an ongoing or
on-demand
sporting event
and get people
to join and sign
up for whatever
—Stephen Mueller
date or dates
Managing Director
they wish.
OneBeacon Insurance
“They’re
well organized
and they operother muscle groups to develop propate much like a traditional league, but
erly. “This is particularly important to
without the season-long commitment,”
female athletes,” he says. “The female
Walker explains. “They may say, for
body seems to be more susceptible to
instance, we have an open gym at
knee injuries, and limited physical
such-and-such church, and we need
development due to sports specializa20 players so we can support a rotation is a key contributor.”
tion of three teams for the afternoon
Mueller says there’s been a rise
or evening. It’s more organized than
in the number of new sports gaining
a standard open gym, and people can
prominence. “Traditional sports like
ask questions and sign up online to
football, baseball and soccer are still
prevalent,” he notes, “but newer sports, play.”
Also seeing increased participation
like competitive cheer, skateboardare sport and social clubs. “Virtually
ing and paintball, are becoming more
every large city has one,” he notes.
popular choices.”
“These clubs also operate an online
A.J. Morgan, area senior vice president at RPS Bollinger Sports & Leisure, platform that lets participants engage
when and how they want.” Different
says this growth in newer sports aligns
from other amateur athletic endeavors,
with an increased number of people
who are trying to make a living running the clubs incorporate a social element—sometimes a pub crawl or other
amateur sports enterprises. “This leads
dining, drinking or social event—for
to organizations fighting for the attenparticipants.
tion of member athletes to come play
with them,” he explains.
“The more competitive the sports
Amateur athletics insurance
business market, the more every dollar counts for these organizations,”
The amateur sports insurance
Morgan adds. “This means the sports
market is competitive. “More and more
insurance market is being asked to
carriers are getting involved,” explains
offer affordable premiums.” He expects
Walker. Kent Lynch, CEO of Specialty
continued activity to take place both in Risk Underwriters, concurs. “There
the world of sports start-ups and those
seems to be an ever-consistent cycle
who want to insure them.
of insurance companies cutting back,
Nate Walker, vice president of
changing underwriting philosophy, or
sales for Special Markets Insurance
exiting the business, while at the same
Consultants (smic), an AmWINS
time new competitors emerge with a
Group Company, is seeing a shift in
‘better mousetrap,’ ” he says. “It’s been
how adults take part in sports. “There
that way for the 30 years I’ve been in
are a couple of things taking place
this market.”
that let individuals participate in a
Morgan sees strong competition in
sport, but not commit to a league,” he
the sports accident insurance market,
explains. “Online platforms are helptoo. “New carriers entering the acciing to drive this growth. Websites
dent insurance market are driving a
like MeetUp.com have become more
soft market,” he explains. “Amateur
mainstream and allow adults to consports accident insurance is available
nect and play in an organized sport,
and affordable at the moment, espewithout having to be tied down to a
cially for groups with good loss ratios.”
season-long league or commit to playSadler is seeing general liability
ing on a regular basis. They really can
rate increases in the 0% to 8% range

liability due to concussions
continues to increase, as
does the demand from
sponsoring organizations,
schools and towns seeking
to mitigate the liability.”
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Prospects still plentiful in the restaurant
and bar niche
By Christopher W. Cook

My

favorite episode of FX’s animated spy series Archer,
cleverly titled “Live and Let Dine,” finds the team
posing as a restaurant staff in order to thwart
an assassination plot on a dining foreign ambassador. From Sterling’s demand to be called “chef ”
to his screaming, “86 soup” after dropping a large
soup pan on the floor (“86” being restaurant lingo
for running out of an item), every aspect of their
undercover assignment is thorough—excluding the team’s notoriety for messing things up, usually with hilarious results. Whether it was prior experience
in food service or extreme crunch-time learning, knowledge of the industry was
crucial to successfully blending in during their mission. As for agents and brokers, the same can be said for those interested in entering the restaurant/bar
niche—knowledge is everything.
The restaurant and bar industry itself has certainly bounced back following
the recession of 2008, and opportunities are plentiful.
“The industry continues to grow and evolve,” says Tom Tiernan, executive
general adjuster with Engle Martin and Associates. “There’s no sign of stagnancy.
Restaurants are adding twists to make them more competitive, like upscale eateries offering to-go services. As restaurants try to evolve, there often comes an
increase in risk.”
“Because of the number of risks in the restaurant business, it’s an attractive
target for a program approach to underwriting,” asserts Scott Smith, head of
national binding authorities and head of national programs for RT Specialty. “It’s
a program-driven market as far as we’re concerned.”
Adds Tiernan: “Some of these specific restaurant programs combine underwriting, loss control and claims expertise. Insurers also used to offer separate
policies but will now offer packages including property, general liability, workers
comp and liquor liability.”
Distinguished Specialty joined the restaurant niche about a year ago and
offers umbrella coverage. “Six months in, we weren’t getting much traction or
writing much business,” recalls Katherine Damon, CPL, vice president and program manager. “We worked with our carriers, revamped some of the rates and
became more competitive in the market.”
Adds Distinguished Specialty Assistant Vice President and Senior
Underwriter Erin McBride, CPL: “The benefit of our program is that we can
provide higher limits than the standard market. We can provide a limit of up to
$250 million. Our umbrella will cover liquor as well, as long as it’s separate.”

“As restaurants try to evolve, there often
comes an increase in risk.”

—Tom Tiernan
Executive General Adjuster
Engle Martin and Associates
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Common claims
While Sterling Archer and company
created a multitude of risk by messing up the restaurant’s kitchen and
turning it into a danger zone (anybody
catch that reference?), the everyday
risks associated with restaurants and
bars should be addressed—from personal liability to property, emerging
exposures and everything in between.
“Slips and falls occur frequently
and consistently, and there doesn’t
seem to be any evidence that this will
change,” says Tiernan.
“They all have property risk; there
could be a kitchen fire,” says Smith.
“Tables could be too close together, and
someone could stumble and fall. As you
get to larger and more specific locations like sports bars or larger bars,
there’s assault and battery.”
Adds McBride: “The big claims
that restaurant owners need to be
concerned about are liquor-related
claims. Fights can break out. We have
read about claims due to not providing
proper service. A server accidentally
set a drink down in front of a toddler
who picked it up and drank it, resulting in an emergency room visit. That
claim was eye opening to me.”
A recent claim driver in the restaurant industry arises from expanding
use of technology. “Data breaches are
increasing due to the newer payment
methods used,” says Tiernan. “In
some restaurants you can use an app
on your phone to pay for your meal.
Some have the app for table service.
These Internet-based services for payment increase the propensity for data
breaches and therefore the restaurant’s liability exposure.”
The attraction of outdoor seating
also attracts risk of various kinds.
“Weather is becoming a large factor,”
Tiernan explains. “The South Central
area like Texas, Oklahoma and Kansas
has the potential for hail storms, tornadoes and windstorms.”
“One of the trends I’ve seen evolve
over the last decade is moving to seating outside, and now there’s concern
about the mosquito-borne Zika virus,”
says Smith. “We haven’t seen it yet,
but how many people are going to put
in a claim at a restaurant because they
were bitten by a mosquito?”
As mentioned earlier, delivery services also add risk to establishments.
“Make sure restaurants offering delivery have the proper coverages,” says
McBride. “Also, make sure the insured
understands the need for contracts
when third-party vendors are used for
delivery service.”
While accidents can happen, ensure
that your restaurant clients are well
educated in risk management for their
reputation’s sake. “You see stories on
the news about food poisoning, and the
public takes note of that,” says
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benefits is big business
What makes Rough Notes a great partner for P/C advertisers,
makes Rough Notes a great fit for benefits advertisers
Rough Notes is read by owners of independent insurance agencies and brokerages. Your
message goes to a higher-level, more influential reader, giving you a higher impact. Our
readers are predominantly owners of independent insurance brokerages and agencies selling
to and managing an average of 1,027 clients in a given year. In the past 12 months, they averaged over $28 million in health benefits sales and over $964,000 in voluntary benefits. They
are the most difficult to reach yet the most lucrative sales channel in the insurance industry.
Rough Notes’ readers are different from any other audience. They are owners and principals
at some of the largest independent firms in the country. They continually evaluate carriers,
technologies, and products to keep their position as industry leaders.
Our competitive advantage comes from our cornerstone editorial approach where we identify
the leading firms that are innovators and industry leaders in providing solutions to their clients’
benefits and insurance needs. We put a microscope on best practices and share them with our
readers every month.

1,027

99%

90%

Average Number of
Clients Worked within
Last 12 Months*

Independent Producers
or Semi-Captive
Broker/Agent*

Sell
Benefits*

Firm’s Production Levels*
Last 12 Months
Health Benefits
Voluntary Benefits
*2014 Reader Profile Study
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Average $ Amount
$28,106,428.00
$964,583.00

benefits is big business
Benefits Audience Profile
• 99% of Rough Notes subscribers either hold or
manage someone who holds a benefits license
• Industry’s Largest Readers per Copy - 4.18
(160,930 Total Readers)

When subscribers were asked to compare
Rough Notes to our competitors, this is
what they said*:
• Demonstrates the highest level of editorial
credibility – 72%
• Provides interesting articles with visually engaging
layouts and graphics – 82%
• Covers benefits market efficiently and provides
information of value – 62%
• Publishes the best, most relevant and current
voluntary benefits coverage – 62%
• Most influences how you manage/execute your
business – 81%
• Provides information you do not see
elsewhere – 71%

Purchasing Power*
Disability Benefits
Life Benefits
Health Benefits
A D &D
Long-term Care
Dental Benefits
Voluntary Benefits
Accident
Supplemental Health
Employee Wellness
Cancer Insurance
Vision Products
Executive/Key Person
Pharmacy Benefits
Consumer Driven (CDHC)
Individual Insurance
Enrollment Services/ Tech
Critical Illness

89%
88%
84%
74%
69%
68%
68%
68%
63%
63%
62%
61%
58%
58%
57%
56%
53%
51%

• Is most popular/highly read magazine in your
organization – 89%
*2014 Reader Profile Study

www.roughnotes.com
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vendor/consultant profiles
Connecting you with motivated buyers of technology and services
In addition to being key decision makers when it comes to insurance
markets, the agents and brokers who read Rough Notes are personally
involved in purchasing:
• computer hardware and software
• office equipment
• telecommunication and Internet services
• educational and training resources
• back-office processing
• human resource consulting
• third-party loss control and claims adjusting services
… and much more
Place your message where these decision makers look for resources—in the
pages of Rough Notes, the industry-leading publication that agents trust
more than any other.
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ERP—NOT AN EVIL

better to sell a business than the people
who work there? With
a strong, positive
culture, there should
be no problem with
someone wanting
friends and colleagues
as co-workers. But
where to start? Glinda
the Good Witch says,
“It’s always best to
start at the beginning,” and that
means planning and
preparation.

A plan with a
purpose

Strategies to implement a successful employee referral program
By Christopher W. Cook
Previously in Rough Notes…

P

ayneWest Recruiting Director Lauren Patti
discussed appropriate questions to ask during
the interview process. And as for that serial
killer that wreaked havoc at Jane’s twin’s wedding—well, Officer McGee fired six direct shots, but the

body disappeared. Jane, having alerted the officer, heroically
returned to her comatose state from shock, and Jean (Jane’s
twin) mysteriously left town with her new husband, Robert
Uptosomething.
Back to reality. An interesting fact that caught my attention while speaking with Lauren Patti was that 56% of
PayneWest’s new hires come from employee referrals. And
on that note, it’s time for a discussion about ERPs—Evil
Robot Parties—I mean, Employee Referral Programs.
When it comes to recruitment, it makes perfect sense
that a company’s team be its best talent scouts. Who

A successful ERP

should
generate a high percentage of hires
for a lower cost.

The key to a successful ERP is a
well-planned attack,
not a lackadaisical
approach of emailing
“hey, tell your friends
to work here” in a mass message.
Everyone in the company—and not
just those at the top or the creators of
the program—should be on the same
page and informed about the basics,
the five Ws (or four Ws and one H if
we’re getting technical).
Who—All employees should be
able to participate in an ERP. However,
it’s equally important to train them,
regardless of position, on how to
recruit. Finding and referring a candidate shouldn’t involve just trying
to hook up a friend who needs a job,
but realizing what type of individual
the company seeks. Available positions should come with ideal candidate
profiles.
What—Evil Robot Party! No!
Employees should understand the
benefits of having a successful ERP,
in that they are cost-effective and cut
down on recruitment time. Job vacancies lead to overtime pay, potential
lost revenue and lost opportunities.
Positions need to be filled sooner
rather than later. A successful ERP
should generate a high percentage of
hires for a lower cost.
When—ERP programs should be
ongoing. There is no harm in stockpiling resumes and information on
potential candidates, even when there
are no positions available. Keeping the
program active will also keep participants motivated and not just in spurts
when a new hire is needed.
Where—Create a system for submitting referrals, whether it be via a
page on the company website, through
email, or an in-office candidate referral
form. But keep the process consistent.
How—Dark magic … is not
needed here. Design a program that’s

TECHNOLOGY

simple and easy to use; otherwise,
employees might not participate.
Create a positive work culture that
a referred employee would want to
work in. Referrals are typically not
strangers. They already have connections within the company, and
studies show that hires through an
ERP tend to stay longer for this reason. Construct an ERP manual with
all the guidelines, processes and set
recruitment goals.
Every Joe Bottomoftheladder
at the office should want to participate and help out the company by
finding referrals for possible recruitment—statistics show that it takes
approximately 15 referrals to lead to
one hire. But what’s in it for the team?

Show me incentives
For doing extra work, most
employees are going to expect a
little something in return. Cash
bonuses tend to be the biggest motivator—48% of participants in a
CareerBuilder survey claim a monetary reward would persuade them
to take part in an ERP. Cash bonuses
should be appropriate and fair, based
on time and effort. Higher awards
should be given for hard-to-fill positions. Most often, but not always,
the payout comes in two stages—an
initial one for when the hire occurs
and a supplemental bonus after the
individual remains with the company for a certain amount of time.
Be careful not to wait too long for
supplemental bonuses—upwards
of a year is frowned upon by recipients. Tiered amounts could also be
offered for different stages of the

PUTTING ALL YOUR
(TECHNOLOGY) EGGS
IN ONE BASKET
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from within a note and reassigned
if necessary. Burns can get a quick
view of tasks pending for everyone
in the agency to be sure everyone
is on track. Labels can be added to
keep related notes and tasks grouped
together so when viewing the activity log, clicking on a label will deliver
only the notes and tasks that are
assigned to that group.
He says he is now able to learn
where traffic to his website is coming
from as well as other analytics. He
had linked the EZLynx rater to his
old website but now that he has the
EZLynx Management System and
EZLynx-hosted website, the integration is much better. What’s more, the
blog at the agency’s website is updated
regularly with timely information provided by EZLynx.

EZLynx® One PlatformTM solution helps agents
keep their sunny side up
By Nancy Doucette

C

onventional wisdom advises against putting all
your eggs into one basket. Brian Burns doesn’t
agree with that line of thinking. As the owner
of Compass Insurance (www.compassinsurancegroup.com), an 18-person agency located near Denver
in Centennial, Colorado, Burns was frustrated because he
was writing too many checks each month for the technology tools his agency depends on, and wasn’t getting enough
bang for all those bucks.
He had been using EZLynx real-time comparative rater
since the agency was founded in 2002. But there was also a
check to the vendor that provided the agency management
system. Another firm had developed and hosted the agency’s
website. Another monthly check went to that organization.
His frustration grew with the management system
vendor when his repeated suggestions for enhancements
fell on deaf ears. Another frustration: the company hosting
58

process—providing a
lead, a candidate having an interview, or a
successful hire. But it’s
not always about the
Benjamins. There are
alternative solutions
for incentives if money
isn’t the most appropriate option.
One of these
options involves
money. Wait. What?
But as opposed to
handing a check to
the employee, donate
the money to a charity of their choice. For
bringing in a new hire,
employees probably
at least like to be recognized—it can be as
simple as a thank-you
note or a gift card. The
company could throw
a small reception to
thank all the participants or host a
luncheon with the boss. Additional
treats could be a special parking
space, a photographed display of top
participants in the lobby, or a specific
cubicle with a view of the duck-filled
pond. Whether a note or something
more elaborate, a small reward
should be given to any participant
for submitting a name, whether that
individual is offered a position or not.
Instead of handing out individual
rewards, another option is to hold a
raffle where each referral can equal
one entry into a drawing. Prizes
like iPads or weekend trips could be
offered on a semiannual or quarterly
basis. Not only does this mix things
up and keep the program interesting,
but it will also cut down on costs. In a
similar fashion, instead of individual
entrants into the raffle, departments
could clash in friendly competition for
a group prize like dinner and movie
packages or tickets to a local sporting event. If nothing previously listed
turns any heads, there’s always the
idea of offering extra paid vacation
days, and if you’re still uncertain,
survey the team and discover what
they’d enjoy.
A LinkedIn survey about ERP
participation shows that 40% were
motivated to refer because of a monetary award, while 68% wanted to
help out their company. Incentives are
expected for recruitment participation. However, be careful that a reward
doesn’t become the prime reason for
participation. This could easily lead
to an overabundance of underqualified candidates. Don’t hesitate to ban
participants who frequently refer bad
eggs.

Photography by Nick Judy
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the agency’s website couldn’t provide analytics or help him
develop content for his site.
As EZLynx expanded its product offerings beyond the
comparative rater, Burns was on board. With EZLynx being
pioneers in real-time rating, he had no doubt their additional offerings would make his job and the work done by
staff easier.
EZLynx developed and now hosts the agency’s website.
Compass also uses the EZLynx Management System and
“pretty much anything they offer,” Burns says with a smile.
Burns is smiling more these days because the EZLynx
Management System includes the Agency Workspace
feature which provides seamless multitasking and collaboration tools. “We communicate with one another based on
tasks,” he explains. “So if a customer calls me and needs to
add a car, using Agency Workspace, I can ‘task’ that to the
appropriate staff person. Any notes I’ve made during the
call would be saved to the activities.”
From any page in EZLynx, Compass staffers can create a note without having to navigate to a new page.
Notes often lead to action items so tasks can be added
ROUGH NOTES

Easy communication
Burns says he is not shy about
offering ideas to EZLynx and maybe
best of all, they listen. He is part of
an agent panel that provides input
into the features and functions that
EZLynx has in development.
Florida Insurance Specialists
(www.thefis.com), located near
Orlando, also got acquainted with
EZLynx through its real-time comparative rater. The agency began
using it when the firm was founded
in 2004. Allyson Olver is chief operating officer for the 90-person firm
which, until earlier this year, was
100% personal lines. With roughly
70,000 customers, Florida Insurance
Specialists (FIS) wanted a single
platform solution—something the
incumbent agency management
MARCH 2016

system vendor couldn’t provide,
Olver says. “I need to keep the marketing side of the agency flowing,
and internally, all the activities that
the marketing generates—the workflows and processes—to produce and
maintain the type of volume we have
developed,” she notes. Additionally,
knowing which clients to contact
proactively and when was becoming
increasingly challenging.
Olver says switching agency management systems isn’t a decision to be
taken lightly, particularly when the
conversion will involve data for some
70,000 customers. “I was looking big
picture,” she recalls, “where we wanted
to be as an agency and the type of
service we wanted to provide our
customers.”
Olver says one of several tiebreakers between the incumbent
management system and EZLynx is
the Retention Center™—an add-on
to the EZLynx Management System.
It monitors upcoming renewals and
identifies those that are “high risk,”
she explains. “Every agency is going
to identify a ‘high risk’ customer differently,” Olver says. “For some, it will
be based on a percentage increase in
the premium. At FIS, we adjust the
threshold based on market trends. We
are in a market now where rates are
decreasing, so a minimal premium
increase requires a conversation with
the customer.
“With the information we get from
the Retention Center, our retention
specialists can be proactive. We’ve
never been able to do that to the
degree we are now. The technology
allows us to serve our customers better,” she declares.

“The key thing
to keep in mind is that
an independent agency
has to be found in
its local community.
They need to be found
where consumers are
going to be looking for
information.”

—Jonathan Kolbo
Product Manager
EZLynx

Easy conversion
Both Burns and Olver speak highly
of the conversion process from their previous management system to EZLynx
Management System. An EZLynx point
person carefully reviews the data and
contacts the agency should there be
questions about where misplaced data
actually belongs and whether duplicate
records can be consolidated.
According to John McKay, sales
director for EZLynx, “Half the agencies
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columns & departments

Experts share concepts and strategies that power agency growth
Each month, Rough Notes readers turn to our columns and departments
for expert advice on how to motivate producers, build quality business, and
manage people and work flows.
Rough Notes is privileged to present exclusive commentary from top
agency management consultants such as Roger Sitkins and Scott Addis,
as well as front-line agency leaders, like Chris Paradiso, Randy Boss and
Marc McNulty. Other respected contributors cover a host of topics that
resonate with a wide range of agency professionals, from legal trends and
risk management to human resources issues, customer service and public
policy analysis.
Your message in Rough Notes reaches 38,500 growth-oriented independent
agents who are eager to discover how your products and services can help
them achieve their goals.
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As long as someone has earned less than
$2,000 in the 12 months before the policy period,
whatever they are doing doesn’t qualify
as a “business” by definition.

Drone owners should

Mind the Gap

talk to their insurance agent to see if they
have coverage and, if not, consider what
coverage options might be available.

By Marc McNulty, CIC

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Dissecting policy limitations and exclusions for clients
who operate businesses from home

I

f you’re like many young insurance agents,
there is a very good chance that you’re drinking
through a firehose and learning as you go. Every
agency is unique and every agency has its own newhires training program.
However, our industry is currently faced with a
tremendous challenge on the training front, due to
the mass retirement of Baby Boomers. Not only is
their exit from the workforce creating challenges,
but the ways in which they communicate and
pass along their knowledge can cause issues with
young agents.
The purpose of this series of articles is to slow
down and take a moment to review insurance coverage gaps that are often overlooked by those who
are new to the industry. Seasoned insurance veterans know how to pick apart insurance programs
offered by their competitors; insurance rookies
may not.
Too often price is the driving factor behind
insurance program offerings. But with a little
help, young agents can demonstrate to clients and
prospects a level of knowledge that translates to
value. Many clients will happily pay a little more
for their personal insurance coverage if they’re
comfortable with their program and know that
hot-button issues have been addressed—and
addressed properly.
In the first part of this series, we will examine
a common exposure that is often overlooked: homebased businesses.

The issue
All homeowners policies have exclusions
pertaining to business activities. I’m sure you
remember this from your pre-licensing classes. But
do you remember the specifics?
64
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iguring out what you want
visitors to do when they arrive at your
website—and then making it easy for
them to do it—is absolutely foundational
and should be the focus of your entire
digital marketing strategy.

Risk Management
By Randy Boss, CRA, CRM, SHRM-SCP

Homeowners policy forms specify in the definitions
that the term “business” includes any type of trade or
profession that takes place on a full-time, part-time,
or occasional basis. Forms also provide carve-back
coverage for volunteer activities and day care services for which no compensation is received. Some
policies even take it a step further and provide
carve-back coverage for typical teenager jobs, such
as newspaper delivery, babysitting, caddying, and
lawn care services.
So that takes us back to square one. You know
there is an exclusion in the homeowners policy for
businesses, but you also know that the policy will
cover certain types of incidental business exposures. How else is the term “business” defined?
In most cases, homeowners insurance policies
have a clear income cut-off of $2,000. For example,
the ISO HO 00 03 (05 11) form clarifies that
“business” means:
b. Any other activity engaged in for money or
other compensation, except the following: One or
more activities, not described in (2) through (4)
below, for which no “insured” receives more than
$2,000 in total compensation for the 12 months
before the beginning of the policy period.
Items (2) through (4) refer to volunteer services
and home day care services that were previously
mentioned. However, I’ll just pause here for a
moment to point out something that may or may
not be obvious to those of you who are relatively
new to the industry: Insurance contracts are rarely
straightforward and often grant coverage, then
exclude it and vice versa.
I wish I could tell you that this situation has
improved over the years, but unfortunately it
has not. That means you better get accustomed to
reading and then re-reading insurance policies
and endorsements.

DRONES: FLYING ROBOTS OR FLYING RISKS?

Tactical Tech

Guaranteeing safety and protecting privacy—what lies ahead?

By Chris Paradiso, CPIA

PEDAL TO THE METAL:
DIGITAL MARKETING TACTICS

Is

it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it’s a drone.
And that unmanned low-flying aircraft
just might be carrying the next risk you are
about to face.
Individuals and businesses are acquiring drones
by the thousands, and most experts expect this
trend will continue. There is, however, plenty of risk
associated with them since the most popular drones
weigh 10 pounds and can fly up to 50 mph. Imagine
that you are walking down the street and you get
slammed in the head with one, all four blades
spinning at blinding speed. Worse, imagine you or
a family member flying one and it crashes into a
crowd of people. It’s not as unlikely as it sounds.
In September 2015, a 24-year-old man from
California lost control of a drone he was operating.
It slammed into the ground near an 11-month-old
girl being pushed in a stroller by her mother, sending sharp pieces flying into the little girl’s face and
head, causing severe injuries. Doing dumb things
with drones is most likely going to get worse before
it gets better, according to experts. Many of the
drones given as Christmas presents end up in the
hands of children or people who have no idea how
to use them. It’s troubling to think of the potential
mayhem hundreds of thousands of kids will wind
up doing with these flying robots.
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Strategies to expand your reach and build success
According to the FAA, there are three different
types of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS):
• Public Operations (Governmental)—These are
used by police and the military.
• Civil Operations (Non-Governmental)—These
are drones used commercially to inspect cellphone
towers, shoot movies or to compile multidimensional real estate portfolios.
• Model Aircraft (Hobby or Recreation only)—
These are drones owned by individuals.
Along with the safety issues, drone use brings
with it privacy concerns because many models have
cameras attached. There are also regulatory issues
and concerns about the skill level of amateur pilots.
The FAA has issued these guidelines for drone
hobbyists:
• Don’t fly higher than 400 feet and stay clear of
surrounding obstacles.
• Keep the aircraft in sight at all times.
• Stay away from manned aircraft operations.
• Don’t fly within five miles of an airport unless
you contact the airport and control tower before flying.
• Avoid flying near people or stadiums.
• Don’t fly an aircraft that weighs more than
55 pounds.
• Use caution when flying your unmanned
aircraft.

As

you proceed with your social marketing
journey this year, getting your brand in
front of as many eyes as possible, you may feel overwhelmed. That’s okay. Done right, such an endeavor
requires work. That’s why it’s important to engage
an ally—a staff member who will drive the process.
In my most recent column, and probably several
before that, I stressed the importance of bringing on a full-time agency marketing coordinator.
I’ll preach that until I’m blue in the face, because
having someone responsible for helping you grow
your agency is so important, particularly in today’s
hyper-competitive marketplace.
You need to work with this team member to
implement the strategy and plan what we discussed in the “Planning for 2016” column that
appeared last month. Fortunately, there are tools
and tactics you can leverage to streamline your
processes, expand your reach and build sustainable
digital marketing success.

Your virtual office
Foundational to any digital marketing program
is a solid, mobile-responsive website. The site needs
to be attractive and engaging, of course. More than
that, it needs to encourage action. That’s because,
in addition to being the place customers and prospects land when they search for insurance online,
your website is the target for your social platform
engagement.
To drive search results, site content should be
written in such a way that search engines understand what you offer. The rest of your site should be
intuitive as well and should demonstrate not only
your capabilities but your agency character. Make
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it easy for visitors to find product info, contact info,
blog posts and anything else they need.
It’s important to optimize internal website
pages for conversions. Figuring out what you
want visitors to do when they arrive at your website—and then making it easy for them to do it—is
absolutely foundational and should be the focus of
your entire digital marketing strategy. Do you want
visitors to call? Do you want them to email you? Or
is your goal to have them learn from the website
content before they reach out? There are tools and
tactics to drive various responses.
There are some simple, basic steps you can take
to encourage action. For instance, your phone number should be prominently displayed. You may want
to consider using a separate phone number on your
website that will let you know which calls come
from users who found your virtual office and those
that come through traditional means.
It’s also important to provide a highly visible
and easy-to-use form for customers to start the
quote process. How deep you want that to go—full
quote functionality or response form—is up to you.
If you opt for the latter, be sure agency staff members are trained to respond quickly. Online visitors
expect immediate or virtually immediate response.

Driving traffic
A key component of your digital marketing
strategy—one that can generate a steady stream
of visitors—is a solid email marketing system. A
number of quality systems exist. Constant Contact,
GetResponse, MailChimp and AWeber are popular
ones that can help automate the process of pushing
out email notifications to clients and prospects.
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Editorial columns and departments deliver timely,
practical information on need-to-know topics:
• Agency Financial Management
• Employee Benefits
• Internet Marketing and Social Networking
• Human Resource Management
• Leadership and Coaching
• Customer Service

• Mergers and Acquisitions
• Perpetuation Planning
• Court Decisions
• Public Policy Analysis and Opinion
• Alternative Risk Transfer
• Risk Management
• and much more
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standout services for our valued partners
As a Rough Notes advertiser, you enjoy exclusive access to a wide array
of services designed to deliver maximum impact for your ad dollar
Inserts and Custom Options—Rough Notes offers a wide range of inserts and
ad formats—from ride-alongs, tip-ins, coupons, and posters to gate and barrel
folds. Take advantage of packaging options like customized polybagging and
belly bands to get your message in front of your target audience the moment
Rough Notes arrives on their desks.
Free Online Exposure—The Rough Notes Company publishes an online
digital version of Rough Notes magazine every month. As a Rough Notes
advertiser you will receive bonus online exposure for free!
Database Marketing—Advertisers who want to reinforce their ad campaign
with a direct mail program have access to Rough Notes’ exclusive subscriber list
at substantially reduced rates. For details, call Tricia Cutter at 1-800-428-4384.
Reader Service—Rough Notes makes it easy for agents and brokers to learn
more about your products and services—and easy for you to fulfill requests for
information and track responses. A postage-paid Reader Service Card is bound
into each issue. Inquiries can be forwarded to you via fax, mail, or email.
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standout services for our valued partners
Regional Advertising—Whether you’re doing business in a certain
geographic area or want to test a new product or service in a specific market,
let Rough Notes help you do it efficiently and cost-effectively. From our five
regional editions, choose the areas you want to target.
Bonus Distribution—In addition to Rough Notes’ regular circulation, you get
bonus distribution at key industry meetings and conventions. For a complete
list of bonus circulation opportunities, see the Editorial Calendar in the back
pocket of the folder.
Complimentary Copies of Rough Notes—To launch your campaign, we’ll
send a copy of the magazine along with a cover letter to your key customers
or prospects. Prepare your own letter, or we’ll create it for you. Give us your
list and we’ll handle the mailing. This service is free to 3X national and
6X regional advertisers.
Ad Reprints—Rough Notes offers black and white or color reprints to all
advertisers at cost. They can be designed as a single page or as a 4-page with
a customized sales message. Just supply the artwork for your sales message—
we’ll do the rest.

When agency leaders are looking for new insights, strategies,
products, and technologies to drive growth in their businesses,
they turn to Rough Notes
Count on Rough Notes to put you in front of “The Deciders”!

www.roughnotes.com
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Rough Notes: the #1 agent partner, advocate, and resource

Here’s why independent agents consistently say Rough Notes is #1:
• Exclusively focused on the independent agent community for 139 years
• Presenting keen insights and bold concepts that drive agency growth
• Connected to agents … carriers … specialty markets … trade associations …
consultants … vendors … and more
• Consistently delivering top results for our advertising partners
Rough Notes: The independent agent’s most trusted resource since 1878
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Rough Notes Advertising Sales Representatives
Eric Hall
Executive Vice President - Advertising
National Sales Director
Ph (800) 428-4384, ext. 1022
(317) 816-1022
Fax (317) 816-1000
ehall@roughnotes.com

Dick Schoeninger
Vice President - Advertising - East Coast
Ph (866) 918-2900
(610) 640-2985
Fax (610) 640-2849
dick@roughnotes.com

Marc Basis
Vice President
National Sales Director - Benefits Advertising
Ph (866) 461-3045
(561) 740-8110
Fax (561) 740-8101
marcb@roughnotes.com
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PROPERTY & CASUALTY AGENTS

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
AUGUST 2015

ALTERNATIVE RISK: TAX ISSUES FACING CAPTIVES
BENEFITS AGENCY: MIDDLE-MARKET FOCUS FUELS RAPID GROWTH
MARKETING: RPGs OFFER OPPORTUNITIES FOR AGENTS
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YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: REVERSE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
AGENCY PARTNERS: FINDING THE RIGHT WHOLESALER
TECHNOLOGY: NOT YOUR AVERAGE RATING VENDOR
SPECIALTY LINES: THE MANY ASPECTS OF WEATHER INSURANCE

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
SEPTEMBER 2015

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: WORKING FROM HOME
BENEFITS PARTNERS: TEAMING UP WITH BENEFITS PROVIDER
SPECIALTY LINES MARKETS: PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
TECHNOLOGY: STRATEGIES FOR ONLINE AGENCY SUCCESS
AGENCY PARTNERS: BACK-OFFICE OUTSOURCING

PROPERTY & CASUALTY AGENTS

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
OCTOBER 2015

SPECIALTY LINES MARKETS: SECURITY GUARD INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY: XDTI PROVIDES “A NEW EMPLOYEE” TO AGENCIES
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: RECRUITING NEW TALENT
MARKETING: DEMAND FOR CYBER COVERAGE GROWS

PROPERTY & CASUALTY AGENTS

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
NOVEMBER 2015

MARKETING: ZYWAVE BUNDLES ONLINE TOOLS FOR AGENTS
SPECIALTY LINES MARKETS: 2016 PREVIEW
TECHNOLOGY: WEB-BASED RETENTION AND REFERRAL PLATFORM
BENEFITS AGENCY: EDUCATING CLIENTS ABOUT ACA FUELS GROWTH

PROPERTY & CASUALTY AGENTS

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:
AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

PERFORMANCEBASED AGENCY
BRINGS THAT LESSON
TO ITS CLIENTS

ALSO: COVERING UBER AND OTHER RIDESHARING BUSINESSES

BENEFITS AGENCY: N.J. AGENCY HELPS KEEP COSTS DOWN
TECHNOLOGY: EZLYNX PLATFORM SEEKS TO DO EVERYTHING FOR AGENTS
SPECIALTY LINES: WORKERS COMP TPAs CAN HELP AGENTS DO MORE
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: DEVELOPING NEW HIRES INTO LONG-TERM EMPLOYEES

SPECIALTY LINES: AMATEUR ATHLETICS
BENEFITS AGENCY: GEORGIA AGENCY GOES NATIONAL
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: MENTORSHIPS AND DESIGNATION CREATION

PROPERTY & CASUALTY AGENTS
PROPERTY & CASUALTY AGENTS

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
MARCH 2016

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
APRIL 2016
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AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
FEBRUARY 2016

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

CONNECTICUT
AGENCY EVOLVES
INTO HIGH NET
WORTH POWERHOUSE

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

UNIQUE M&A APPROACH
FUELS RAPID GROWTH
AT THIS JERSEY AGENCY

AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
DECEMBER 2015

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: CREATING AN EMPLOYEE REFERRAL PROGRAM Spe C
IC
TECHNOLOGY: ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT DELIVERY SAVES TIME AND TREES cial A
Sec
SPECIALTY LINES MARKETS: CONSTRUCTION
tion
BENEFITS COMPANY: AFLAC’S WINGMAN PROGRAM
MARKETING: SMART CHOICE OPENS INDEPENDENCE TO CAPTIVE AGENTS

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

BECOMING PURPLE
LETS THIS IOWA AGENCY
STAY MANY STEPS
AHEAD OF ITS COMPETITION

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

WABASH, INDIANA, FIRM
FOCUSES ON REDUCING OR
ELIMINATING RISKS

CONSUMER ADVOCACY
COMES NATURALLY TO
THIS FLORIDA AGENCY

ALSO: KEYSTONE HELPS MEMBERS WITH PERPETUATION PLANS

ALSO: CAYMAN CAPTIVE SPECIAL SECTION

ALSO: SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN THE WORKFORCE

ALSO: VOLUNTARY BENEFITS SPECIAL REPORT

SPECIALTY LINES: SOCIAL SERVICE AGENCIES AND OTHER NONPROFITS
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: BROKER SMACKDOWN ACCELERATES LEARNING CURVE
BENEFITS FEATURE: OPPORTUNITIES OUTSIDE THE P-C BOX
TECHNOLOGY: IVANS MARKET TOOL BENEFITS AGENCIES AND CARRIERS

SPECIALTY LINES: THE HOSPITALITY MARKET
TECHNOLOGY: ACT’s “SECURITY ISSUES POCKET GUIDE”
BENEFITS PARTNER: TPA HELPS EMPLOYERS STABILIZE HEALTHCARE COSTS

SPECIALTY LINES: BUILDING CONSTRUCTION MARKET SUCCESS
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: USING INTERNSHIPS TO DEVELOP FUTURE TALENT
BENEFITS AGENCY: CULTIVATING THE HIGH-TECH START UP NICHE
TECHNOLOGY: AGENCY MOBILE APPS SOLIDIFY CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS

TECHNOLOGY: STRATEGIZING FOR A STRONGER FUTURE
SPECIALTY LINES: ADDRESSING CATASTROPHE RESPONSE
YOUNG PROFESSIONALS: MENTORSHIPS PAIR MILLENNIALS WITH BOOMERS
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AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
MAY 2016
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AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
JUNE 2016
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AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
JULY 2016
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AGENCY MARKETING • INSURANCE MARKETS • NEW PRODUCTS
AUGUST 2016

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:
AGENCY OF THE MONTH:
AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

ARKANSAS AGENCY EXPANDS
THROUGH AGGRESSIVE ACQUISITIONS
OF LIKE-MINDED AGENCIES

CALIFORNIA AGENCY
PUTS PEOPLE FIRST,
PROCESS AND
PROMOTION FOLLOW
ALSO: INSURANCE FOR ADULT COMMUNITIES

TRUST, KNOWLEDGE
AND INNOVATION DRIVE
GROWTH AND RETENTION
AT EMPLOYEE-OWNED
PENNSYLVANIA AGENCY
ALSO: GLOBAL RISKS REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS

CALIFORNIA AGENCY
TURNS FRUSTRATION
INTO SUCCESS

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

FLORIDA AGENCY
QUINTUPLES REVENUE
IN SIX YEARS
ALSO: BERMUDA CAPTIVE SPECIAL SECTION

ALSO: VCIA SPECIAL SECTION

AGENCY OF THE MONTH:

AGENCY MAKES
EXTRAORDINARY
THE ORDINARY
ALSO: THE TOTAL STORY ON TOTAL LOSS

